
 

Phase-field simulations:  
A Tale of Two Materials  

ABSTRACT 
The recent development in computational materials science has enabled “Materials-by-
Design”. This presentation will discuss the applications of mesoscale phase-field method 
to understanding and designing topological polar states in oxide heterostructures and 
understanding of dendrite growth mechanism in lithium metal anodes. 

As an example, phase-field simulations are employed to evaluate the geometric length 
scales that are critical for the formation of ordered polar vortex lattice in PbTiO3/SrTiO3 
superlattice [1]. It is also discovered that switching of the vortex state will produce other 
transient polar states such as skyrmions, reminiscent of the Plateau-Rayleigh instability [2]. 
Further, it is predicted that polar skyrmions can be stabilized under zero applied field by 
compressive strain, which has been verified by experimental observations [3]. The 
properties of the topological structures are investigated, showing local negative 
capacitance that boosts the overall dielectric response of the thin film [4]. 
In another example, a nonlinear phase-field model is built to investigate the dendrite 
growth mechanism in lithium-ion battery with high capacity metal anode [5]. It is 
discovered that an intimate, dynamic competition between ionic transport and 
electrochemical reaction results in vastly different growth patterns. A step further, this 
model is extended to incorporate an energy balanced equation to account for the self-
heating during high rate charging [6]. It is revealed that self-heating could accelerate/
deaccelerate the dendrite growth in lithium metal anode, depending on the relative 
magnitude of ionic diffusion barrier and electrochemical reaction barrier.  
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